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       Surround yourself with the right people, and realize your own worth. 
~Lucy Hale

But little white lies here and there is human nature. Everybody does
that. 
~Lucy Hale

Life is about becoming a better version of yourself. 
~Lucy Hale

I just love the thrill of performing on stage. I believe that singing is
something I was put here to do. 
~Lucy Hale

Surround yourself with the right people, and realize your own worth.
Honestly, there are enough bad people out there in the world - you
don't need to be your own worst enemy. 
~Lucy Hale

I'm not trying to be something I'm not. I know what I believe in. I know
my morals and I know what I have to offer. 
~Lucy Hale

I don't really believe in cliques - I think everyone can be friends with
everyone. 
~Lucy Hale

I'm beautifully strong and tragically confused. 
~Lucy Hale

It's fun to pretend you're a little kid, you get to use your imagination and
live in a world that's not real. 
~Lucy Hale
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I feel like girls in general will always worry about the same things, and
it's all appearance related. That will always be there. When you grow
older, you grow more confident with who you are. 
~Lucy Hale

Life is like Facebook. People will like and coments your problems, but
no one will solve them because they're busy updating them. 
~Lucy Hale

The image you see of me out in public is really different from who I am
in real life. 
~Lucy Hale

Real people aren't perfect; they fall down and mess up and screw up.
Those are the kind of people that I look to, and I've always aspired to
just be authentic. 
~Lucy Hale

My body is normal, and I'm not trying to prove anything. 
~Lucy Hale

People have the "ships" that they love, and I think they love the show's
["Pretty Little Liars"] original relationship the most. 
~Lucy Hale

I'm still getting to the good part / the breaking down / learning how to
write my story. 
~Lucy Hale

I grew up performing and singing. And acting, the idea of it just sort of
fell into my lap. And I was a little hesitant at first, but I was like, okay, I'll
try it. 
~Lucy Hale
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I was home schooled, so I never got a yearbook. 
~Lucy Hale

I'm a really good juggler. 
~Lucy Hale

I hated school, but I was a good student. I made straight A's. 
~Lucy Hale

I'm so boy-crazy. It's like I don't even know what's wrong with me. I love
boys. 
~Lucy Hale

I love movies like '500 Days of Summer' and 'Juno.' Something offbeat
without the glamour and the makeup and the clothing. 
~Lucy Hale

There is nothing else that I would rather do than sing. I have such a
great passion for it. Even if I don't become successful or famous I am
still going to continue singing. 
~Lucy Hale

Basically, I just want to make movies and maybe even produce TV later
down the line, do some writing, maybe a tour with my music. And start
a family! That's really important to me. 
~Lucy Hale

My ultimate dream is to become a famous star because I love to sing. 
~Lucy Hale

I would take it to heart if people were mad about something my
character did. 
~Lucy Hale
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I'd love to go to fashion week! I'm learning more about designers,
thanks to 'Pretty Little Liars'' costume designer, Mandi Line. 
~Lucy Hale

I hate flying. I don't  planes. I get really anxious. 
~Lucy Hale

I took guitar a while back, and my heart wasn't in it at the time, but I'm
ready to try it again. I sing in the car, at home - it's a huge part of my
life, especially since I'm from Tennessee. 
~Lucy Hale

When I dress up for events, I prefer Marc Jacobs and Dior. But I dream
about wearing Chanel one day. 
~Lucy Hale

There were a lot of heads turning when people found out I was doing
music and when they found out it was country, they were like, 'What? 
~Lucy Hale

I'm from Tennessee. My mom lives in Nashville. I'm born and bred
country. That's all I listen to. 
~Lucy Hale
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